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Ferromagnetic (FM) two-dimensional (2D) transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have potential applications in modern electronics and spintronics and doping of TMDs with transition metals can enhance the magnetic characteristics. In this work, the structural stability, electronic states, and magnetic properties of Mn-doped monolayer/bilayer MoS$_2$ are studied systematically by first-principles calculations. Substitutional Mn dopants at the Mo sites are energetically favorable in both monolayer and bilayer MoS$_2$ under the S-rich condition which is common in the synthesis of MoS$_2$ nanosheets. Two Mn dopants participate in the FM interaction in monolayer MoS$_2$ and magnetic coupling of two Mn dopants via the double-exchange mechanism can be mediated by the nearest neighboring S. Magnetic coupling can be ascribed to the competition between the double-exchange, direct-exchange, and super-exchange interactions, which take place between two Mn dopants in bilayer MoS$_2$ with the MnMnMo, MnMoMn and MnMo–MnMo configurations. Our results reveal the geometrical dependence of magnetic-exchange coupling suggesting that Mn-doped monolayer/bilayer MoS$_2$ has large potential in spintronic devices.

1. Introduction

The discovery of graphene and its unique properties have stimulated extensive research in two-dimensional (2D) materials and efforts have been made to fabricate high-quality 2D sheets to study the novel physical properties and design new devices. However, the gapless feature of pristine graphene limits its integration into microelectronic and nanoelectronic devices. On the other hand, many transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) possessing interesting semiconducting, metallic, superconducting, and magnetic properties have potential applications in photovoltaics, optical detection, photocatalysis, and enhancing the spin lifetime. Recently, a spin lifetime of 1 ns or longer exceeding that of graphene has been observed by polarization-resolved photoluminescence measurements. The spin–orbit coupling and absence of inversion symmetry induce spin splitting at the valence band maximum thus suppressing spin relaxation and enhancing the spin lifetime.

In spintronics, attention has been paid to strategies that induce and manipulate the magnetic properties in semiconductors and stable magnetism in semiconducting 2D materials. Doping is a simple technique to produce stable magnetic properties in 2D materials. Theoretical and experimental studies have been conducted to explore magnetism in MoS$_2$ nanosheets doped with transition metals. For example, substitutional replacement of Mo with TM atoms (V, Mn, Fe, Co, Cu, Ni, Zn, Cd and Hg) can induce significant magnetism in monolayer MoS$_2$ if the dopants are separated from each other at a certain distance. Substitutional replacement of Mo with Mn can even produce FM properties via the double-exchange mechanism. Since this interaction is short-ranged, percolation is a key factor in controlling the long-range magnetic order.

The electronic states and magnetic properties can be manipulated by the ‘pizza’ and ‘sandwich’ configurations of Mn clusters in MoS$_2$ thereby suggesting that the
magnetism as well as magnetic-exchange coupling among dopants can be manipulated by altering the doping configuration and distribution, which are sensitive to the growth conditions and parameters such as the S/Mo ratio and temperature. Hence, the magnetic coupling behavior and effects of different doping configurations are interesting from the perspective of fundamental understanding and spintronic applications. In this work, based on first-principles calculations, the structural stability and magnetic exchange interactions in Mn-doped MoS2 nanosheets are systematically studied and applications to spintronic devices are discussed thermodynamically and kinetically.

2. Computational method and model

The calculation is performed using the Vienna \textit{ab initio} simulation package based on density functional theory.\textsuperscript{52,43} The electron-ion core interaction is described by the projector augmented wave potentials\textsuperscript{44} which are more accurate than the ultra-soft pseudopotentials. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof\textsuperscript{85} formulation of the generalized gradient approximation is chosen to describe the exchange–correlation interaction. The DFT-D2 approach within the Grimme scheme is adopted to correct the contribution of the vdW interactions between different layers\textsuperscript{46} and the cutoff energy for the plane waves is 400 eV. To avoid the interactions between dopants in neighboring unit cells, a $4 \times 4 \times 1$ supercell of the MoS$_2$ primitive cell in which the separation between dopants is larger than 12 Å is adopted. A 15 Å vacuum layer is added in the out-of-plane direction to inhibit the interactions of neighboring layers. The Brillouin–zone integration is performed by using an $11 \times 11 \times 1$ k-mesh according to the Monkhorst–Pack scheme and a Gaussian smearing broadening of 0.2 eV is introduced. A conjugate-gradient algorithm is implemented to relax the ions to the ground states with an energy convergence of 1.0 $\times 10^{-5}$ eV and force convergence of 0.02 eV Å$^{-1}$ on each ion, respectively. The supercells and magnetic moment distribution are visualized by the VESTA software.\textsuperscript{47}

In addition, the GGA functional fails to describe partially occupied 3d orbitals of transition metal elements. Therefore using a model of GGA with the correction of a Hubbard $U$ term (GGA+$U$) to describe the 3d orbitals of impurity transition metal elements seems to be necessary.\textsuperscript{36,40} However, several on site Hubbard $U$ parameters have been tested for Mo (4d) orbitals, which yield almost the same results as the GGA calculations.\textsuperscript{31,48} Similarly, Cheng \textit{et al.} studied the magnetism of monolayer MoS$_2$ doped with Mn by using GGA+$U$, which agrees with that of the theoretical results within GGA. In order to obtain a reasonable $U$ parameter, the role of $U$ parameter in the range of 3–5 eV ($U = 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, \text{and } 5$ eV) is investigated. Taking two Mn dopants substitutionally inserted into monolayer MoS$_2$ as a test example, we find that adjusting the $U$ value does not change the magnetic moment (total and local magnetic moments) and FM characteristic upon comparing the result calculated with the GGA method (Fig. S1 in the ESI\textsuperscript{1}). Thus, the GGA+$U$ method is not considered to describe the Mn dopant in MoS$_2$ nanosheets in this work.

The thermodynamic stability of the Mn dopant in MoS$_2$ nanosheets is evaluated by calculating the formation energy ($E_f$) as shown in the following equation:

$$E_I = E_T - E_P - \Delta n_{Mo}E_{Mo} - \Delta n_{S}E_{S} - \Delta n_{Mo}E_{Mo}$$

where $E_T$ and $E_P$ are the energies of the Mn-doped and perfect MoS$_2$ sheets, respectively, and $\mu_i$ and $\Delta n_i$ are the chemical potential and difference of atomic species $i$ ($i = \text{Mo, S, and Mn}$) in the Mn-doped and perfect MoS$_2$ sheets. $\mu_{Mo}$ and $\mu_{Mo}$ are the respective chemical potentials of a single Mn and Mo atom. The energy per atom of $\sigma$-Mn is taken as $\mu_{Mo}$. $\mu_{Mo}$ is defined within a range of values corresponding to Mo-rich or S-rich growth conditions. For the Mo-rich condition, $\mu_{Mo}$ is taken as the energy of a Mo atom within its stable fcc lattice. $\mu_{Mo}$ is determined from the difference in the energy between a diatomic $S_2$ molecule and one formula unit of MoS$_2$, corresponding to the S-rich condition. In order to maintain thermodynamic equilibrium of the crystalline phase ($\mu_{Mo} + 2\mu_{S} = \mu_{MoS_2}$), the value of $\mu_{S}$ should satisfy the requirement of $\mu_{S_{(\text{bulk})}} - \Delta H_f < \mu_{S} < \mu_{S_{(\text{bulk})}}$ in which the upper (lower) limit corresponds to the S-rich (Mo-rich) condition and $\Delta H_f$ is the formation heat of MoS$_2$. The computed formation heat is 1.44 eV which is in good agreement with reported results.\textsuperscript{40,49}

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Mn dopant in monolayer MoS$_2$

The structural stability and magnetic properties of the isolated Mn dopant in monolayer MoS$_2$ are first investigated. Five doping configurations are considered, that is, Mn adsorbed on top of the Mo, S or hollow sites (A$_{\text{Mo}}$, A$_{\text{S}}$ and A$_{\text{h}}$) and Mn replacing Mo or S (Mn$_{\text{Mo}}$ and Mn$_{\text{S}}$) as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1a. Metal-doped MoS$_2$ has been synthesized\textsuperscript{50,51} and Au on top of the S, Mo, and hollow sites of MoS$_2$ has been observed.\textsuperscript{52} Furthermore, Cr/V/Nb dopants directly substitute Mo atoms\textsuperscript{53,54} and Pt atoms are localized at S vacancies exhibiting dynamic hopping to the nearby surface layers.\textsuperscript{55} Up to now, the position of Mn dopants in MoS$_2$ has been ambiguous. The formation energies of the five possible doping configurations as a function of the chemical potential difference for different S concentrations ($\mu_{S} - \mu_{S_{(\text{bulk})}}$) are calculated and shown in Fig. 1b. The formation energy of the Mn$_{\text{Mo}}$, doping configuration is the lowest one and negative in most cases. In particular, under the S-rich growth condition, the formation energy of Mn$_{\text{Mo}}$ doping in
monolayer MoS$_2$ is $-1.702$ eV which is in good agreement with the reported value of $-1.8$ eV. Therefore, Mn dopants tend to replace Mo atoms in monolayer MoS$_2$ and it has been observed experimentally. To understand the spin splitting, the electronic states of monolayer MoS$_2$ with the Mn$_{Mo}$ doping configurations are calculated. The trigonal prismatic coordination of Mo atoms leads to degeneracy of the Mo 4d levels. The lowest energy band of the Mo d$_{xz}$ orbital is fully occupied, the degenerate energy bands of the Mo d$_{yz}$ and Mo d$_{x^2-y^2}$ orbitals are unoccupied, and those of Mo d$_x$ and Mo d$_y$ bands are the highest ones. Hybridization among the Mo d$_{yz}$, Mo d$_{xy}$, Mo d$_{x^2-y^2}$, and S 3p orbitals dominates the conduction and valence band edges of MoS$_2$. As shown in Fig. 2, spin polarization occurs in monolayer MoS$_2$ with the Mn$_{Mo}$ doping configuration leading to highly localized states in the band gap. The partial density of states (PDOS) suggests that the mid-gap states mainly arise from the d states of Mo and its neighboring spin-polarized 3d states of Mo atoms and 3p states of S atoms. Strong hybridization between the 3d states of Mn and 3p states of adjacent S atoms produces mid-gap states in the spin-up channel (Fig. 3b and c). Moreover, no band gap is observed from the spin-up channel, although a considerable band gap is kept in the spin-down channel, indicating the half-metallic feature of the Mn-doped monolayer MoS$_2$. Thus, it is expected to provide 100% spin polarization current and favorable spintronic applications. Some valence electrons (3d$^{4}$s$^{1}$) of the Mn dopant transfer to the nearest-neighboring S atoms and the residual valence electrons produce spin polarization and a magnetic moment of 1.035 $\mu_B$ (Table S1, ESI†). This is in good agreement with the previously reported value of $\sim 1$ $\mu_B$. The Mn 3d orbitals undergo crystal-field splitting ($\Delta$cf) and interatomic Hund’s exchange splitting ($\Delta$ex). The five Mn 3d states are split into three groups, anti-bonding states, e$_1$ (d$_{xy}$ and d$_{x^2-y^2}$), e$_2$ (d$_{xz}$ and d$_{yz}$), and a$_1$ (d$_{z^2}$) due to the trigonal prismatic coordination of S atoms. As schematically shown in Fig. 3d, the energies of the spin-down states a$_1$ and e$_1$ are lower than those of the spin-up states $e_2$, suggesting $\Delta$cf $> \Delta$ex.

The long-range ferromagnetism is mediated by the AFM coupling between the localized Mn 3d states and delocalized S 3p states in monolayer MoS$_2$. It has been predicted that the Curie temperature of Mn-doped monolayer MoS$_2$ can reach room temperature if the Mn dopant concentration is 10–15%. It has been demonstrated by experiments that an inert substrate (i.e., graphene) allows only 2 at% doping of Mn in MoS$_2$, otherwise it is difficult to retain the 2D morphology. To further study the effects of the dopant concentration on magnetic-exchange coupling, two Mn dopants are substitutionally inserted into monolayer MoS$_2$ and the magnetic-exchange coupling is evaluated by comparing the energies of the FM and AFM states:

$$\Delta E = E_{FM} - E_{AFM},$$

where $E_{FM}$ and $E_{AFM}$ are the energies of the Mn-doped MoS$_2$ in the FM and AFM states, respectively. The energy of the FM state is less than that of the AFM state when two Mn dopants are close to each other. That is, the FM state is preferred. The magnetic coupling interactions in Mn-doped monolayer MoS$_2$ are further examined by the spin density distribution (Fig. 4). When two Mn$_{Mo}$ dopants are separated by a distance less than 16.53 Å (Fig. S2, ESI†), the Mn dopants are highly spin-polarized with the same spin-polarization direction and the nearest neighboring S atoms between two Mn dopants are AFM coupled with the S atoms (Fig. 4a–c). But it is different if the separation between two Mn dopants is increased to 22.05 Å and the energy of the FM state is equal to that of the AFM state (Fig. 4d). The results indicate long-range FM coupling of two Mn dopants in monolayer MoS$_2$. The results are different from those of Co-doped monolayer MoS$_2$ that is nonmagnetic when the dopants are close to each other. However, the system becomes magnetic with a magnetic moment of 6.00 $\mu_B$ if the two dopants are separated by 5.50 Å. Based on the mean-field approximation (MFA), the Curie temperature ($T_C$) is estimated from the energy difference between the FM and AFM states with the following equation:

$$\frac{3}{2}k_B T_C = \frac{\Delta E}{n},$$

where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant and $n$ is the number of dopants in a supercell. The estimated $T_C$ is 224 K and lower than room temperature and it is in good agreement with the reported value of $\sim 200$ K obtained by Monte Carlo simulation.

### 3.2 Single Mn dopant in bilayer MoS$_2$

In 2D materials, surface doping is commonly implemented to manipulate the physical properties, but oxidation and migration may take place on these exposed atoms producing structural and functional instability. It may be overcome if the dopants can be fixed in the interlayer of bilayer MoS$_2$. The two stacking sequences, AA and AB, exist in bilayer MoS$_2$. In AA (AB) stacking, the Mo atoms in one layer are on top of the Mo (S) atoms in the other layer (Fig. S3, ESI†). The AB stacking configuration is more stable than the AA one, but both AA and AB stacking configurations are obtained by CVD. Here, both are considered and two typical interlayer doping sites are considered: (1) dopant just above the hollow site of the hexagonal rings in bilayer MoS$_2$ (H) and (2) dopant directly under the S atom in the upper layer (S). As shown in Fig. 5a and c, for the Mn dopant at the H site in...
bilayer MoS$_2$ with the AA and AB stacking configurations (AA-H and AB-H), the Mn dopant is bonded to three S atoms in each sublayer. For the Mn dopant directly under the S atom in the upper layer of the AA stacking configuration (AA-S), the Mn dopant is bonded to one S atom in the upper sublayer and one S atom in the lower sublayer (Fig. 5b). For the Mn dopant directly under the S atom in the upper layer in the AB configuration (AB-S), the Mn dopant is bonded to one S atom in the upper sublayer and three S atoms in the lower sublayer (Fig. 5d).

As shown in Table S2 (ESI†), for the Mn dopant in the AA-H (AA-S) stacking configuration, the interlayer distance decreases (increases) to 3.665 Å (3.872 Å) from the original value of 3.720 Å, whereas the interlayer distance in the AB stacking configuration is between 3.112 Å and 3.121 Å, which is close to the ideal interlayer distance of bilayer MoS$_2$ (3.110 Å). In the AA-S and AB-S configurations, the bond lengths between the Mn dopant and
S atoms are between 2.113 Å and 2.220 Å, which is shorter than that of the covalent Mn–S bond (~2.37 Å). However, in the AA-H and AB-H configurations, the bond lengths between the Mn dopant and S atoms increase to the range of 2.421–2.563 Å. The interlayer Mn dopant and S atoms of bilayer MoS$_2$ in all the configurations are covalent bonded. Fig. 6 shows the charge density difference of the Mn-doped bilayer MoS$_2$ with the AA and AB configurations. The electron density accumulates between the Mn dopants and adjacent S atoms characteristic of covalent bonding.

Owing to the different doping environments, the AA-H, AA-S, AB-H, and AB-S doping configurations exhibit completely distinct magnetic moments of 5.07 $\mu_B$, 3.03 $\mu_B$, 3.87 $\mu_B$, and 3.00 $\mu_B$, respectively. The overall magnetic moments can be ascribed to spin polarization of excess d electrons on the Mn dopant. Each Mn atom possesses 5 electrons in the 3d orbital. When Mn is doped at the H site in bilayer MoS$_2$ with both the AA and AB stacking configurations, the interaction between the Mn dopant and S is weak because of the larger bond length. Strong interactions between Mn and S are induced, accompanied by substantial electron transfer from the 4s to 3d states of the Mn dopant if Mn is doped at the S site in bilayer MoS$_2$ with the AA and AB stacking configurations. This reduces the unpaired electrons and magnetic moment.$^{40,61}$

To again investigate magnetic coupling of a single Mn dopant in bilayer MoS$_2$, the orbital decomposed density of states and splitting of Mn 3d orbitals are presented in Fig. 7. The magnetic moment is sensitive to the doping environment. In the AA-H doping configuration, the trigonal prismatic coordination of S atoms around the Mn dopant is similar to that of the MnMo dopant in monolayer MoS$_2$, but the bond length between Mn and S atoms is larger and as a result, crystal-field splitting is reduced and $\Delta cf < \Delta ex$ (Fig. 7b). The magnetism is mainly due to spin polarization around the Mn atom (Fig. 7a and Table S2, ESI†). In spite of some differences in the electronic states, similar results are observed from the AA-S doping configuration (Fig. 7c and d). The octahedral and tetrahedral coordination of S atoms around the Mn dopant exist in the AB-H and AB-S doping configurations. The bond length between Mn and S atoms is equal and the antibonding states $e_1$ and $e_2$ have the same energy, so that crystal-field splitting disappears (Fig. 7e–h). Similar to the Mn doped bilayer MoS$_2$, the doping environment dependent electronic states of Cr, Fe, and Co in bilayer MoS$_2$ are also observed (Fig. S4–S6, ESI†).$^{61}$

### 3.3 Double Mn dopants in bilayer MoS$_2$

The structural and magnetic properties of the $4 \times 4$ supercell in bilayer MoS$_2$ are investigated by considering six doping configurations (Fig. 8a): (i) an intercalated Mn atom (Mn$_i$) and Mn$_{Mo}$ dopant (Mn$_i$Mn$_{Mo}$), (ii) an intercalated Mn atom (Mn$_i$) and Mn$_S$ dopant (Mn$_i$Mn$_S$), (iii) two intercalated Mn atoms (Mn$_1$Mn$_i$), (iv) two Mn$_{Mo}$ dopants in different sublayers (Mn$_{Mo}$–Mn$_{Mo}$), (v) two Mn$_S$ dopants in different sublayers (Mn$_{S}$–Mn$_{S}$), and (vi) Mn$_{Mo}$ and Mn$_S$ dopants in different sublayers (Mn$_{Mo}$–Mn$_{S}$). Fig. 8b shows the formation energies of the six doping configurations as a function of chemical potentials. It can be seen that Mn$_i$Mn$_S$ is the most stable doping configuration under the...
Mo-rich condition ($\Delta H_S < -1.024$ eV), but Mn$_n$Mo$_m$ becomes the most stable one in the S-rich regime ($\Delta H_S > -0.75$ eV) and Mn$_n$Mo$_m$ and Mn$_n$Mo$_m$–Mn$_n$ are stable if $\Delta H_S$ is in the range between $-1.024$ and $-0.812$ eV. The doping configurations of Mn$_n$Mo$_m$ and Mn$_n$–Mn$_n$ are energetically unfavorable. Although experimental results demonstrate that S vacancies are energetically favorable in most cases,$^{49,62,63}$ Mn dopants prefer to substitutionally replace Mo under the S-rich condition and the Mn$_n$Mo$_m$–Mn$_n$Mo$_m$ doping configurations can be obtained more easily. The results are different from the recently reported results in which the Fe$_n$Mo$_m$Fe$_n$ doping configuration is observed to be stable under the S-rich condition.$^{40}$

The magnetic ground states of the stable doping configurations are evaluated according to eqn (2). The calculated $\Delta E$ values are $-823$, $42$, $-241$ and $5$ meV for the Mn$_n$Mo$_m$, Mn$_n$Mo$_m$, Mn$_n$Mo$_m$–Mn$_n$Mo$_m$ and Mn$_n$Mo$_m$–Mn$_n$ doping configurations, respectively. Consequently, the Mn$_n$Mo$_m$ and Mn$_n$Mo$_m$–Mn$_n$Mo$_m$ doping configurations should exhibit the FM state, whereas the Mn$_n$Mo$_m$ and
Mn\textsubscript{Mo}–Mn\textsubscript{S} doping configurations should have the AFM state. However, it is hard to obtain the Mn\textsubscript{Mn\textsubscript{Mo}} and Mn\textsubscript{Mo}–Mn\textsubscript{S} doping configurations in bilayer MoS\textsubscript{2} due to the small stable region of the chemical potential. Fig. 9 shows the spin density (\(\rho_{\uparrow} - \rho_{\downarrow}\)) distribution in the bilayer MoS\textsubscript{2} with the Mn\textsubscript{Mn\textsubscript{Mo}}, Mn\textsubscript{Mn\textsubscript{Mo}}, Mn\textsubscript{Mo}–Mn\textsubscript{Mo}, and Mn\textsubscript{Mo}–Mn\textsubscript{S} doping configurations. In bilayer MoS\textsubscript{2} with the Mn\textsubscript{Mn\textsubscript{Mo}} doping configuration, the two Mn dopants exhibit double-exchange coupling and the same spin polarization direction. Moreover, the Mn dopants are AFM coupled with the nearest neighboring S atoms (Fig. 9a), which is similar to the case of monolayer MoS\textsubscript{2} with FM coupling. In bilayer MoS\textsubscript{2} with the Mn\textsubscript{Mn\textsubscript{Mo}} doping configuration, direct chemical bonding and exchange coupling take place between the two Mn dopants with opposite spin polarization resulting in the AFM state. Although two Mn dopants in bilayer MoS\textsubscript{2} with the Mn\textsubscript{Mo}–Mn\textsubscript{Mo} doping configuration also have the opposite polarization direction, the magnetic exchange coupling is different from that in bilayer MoS\textsubscript{2} with the Mn\textsubscript{Mn\textsubscript{Mo}} doping configuration, and super-exchange coupling takes place between the two Mn atoms with opposite spin polarization (Fig. 9d). Owing to AFM coupling between the Mn dopants, bilayer MoS\textsubscript{2} with the Mn\textsubscript{Mo}–Mn\textsubscript{S} and Mn\textsubscript{Mo}–Mn\textsubscript{S} doping configurations possesses negligible magnetism. Meanwhile, the opposite polarization of the Mn dopant and nearest neighboring Mo atoms or S atoms leads to AFM coupling. In bilayer MoS\textsubscript{2} with the Mn\textsubscript{Mo}–Mn\textsubscript{Mo} doping configuration, the distance between two Mn dopants is 6.788 Å which is so large that the interaction between them is weak and they are independent. Hence, the result is the same as that of the Mn-doped monolayer MoS\textsubscript{2}. The estimated \(T_{C}\) of bilayer MoS\textsubscript{2} with the Mn\textsubscript{Mo}–Mn\textsubscript{Mo} doping configuration is 931 K and well above room temperature. Therefore, room-temperature ferromagnetism is expected from bilayer MoS\textsubscript{2} with different Mn doping configurations spurring potential application in spintronic devices.

The results indicate that the Mn\textsubscript{Mo} doping configuration is energetically stable in the S-rich regime of the MoS\textsubscript{2} nanosheet, while the Mn\textsubscript{Mo}–Mn\textsubscript{S} doping configuration is more favorable in the S-deficient environment. The S-rich environment is generally adopted to synthesize MoS\textsubscript{2} nanosheets. Thus, the Mn\textsubscript{Mo} doping configuration is energetically favorable in Mn-doped MoS\textsubscript{2} and similar behaviors occur in Fe-, Cr-, V-, and Nb-doped MoS\textsubscript{2} nanosheets.\textsuperscript{52,53} For instance, in the Fe-doped MoS\textsubscript{2} layered crystals prepared by the chemical vapor transport method, the replacement of Mo by Fe takes place in the S-rich regime, while the replacement of S by Fe takes place under the Mo-rich condition.\textsuperscript{40} However, Pt atoms are preferentially localized at S vacancies and usually hop to the nearby surface layers,\textsuperscript{54} and Au atoms are preferentially on the top of S, Mo, and hollow sites of MoS\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{51} Additionally, Co adsorption on the Mo site was evidenced from the high angle annular dark field image, which is confirmed as the energetically favourable geometry by density functional theory calculations.

So far, a large number of theoretical studies have been done to explore the stable magnetism in TM-doped MoS\textsubscript{2} nanosheets. However, they mainly focused on studying the influences of a single dopant on the magnetic properties of MoS\textsubscript{2} nanosheets and the magnetic-exchange coupling among dopants is commonly ignored. In fact, the magnetic properties are sensitive to magnetic-exchange coupling among dopants in the host materials. Shu et al.\textsuperscript{40} showed that the layer number is crucial in controlling the magnetic properties of Fe-doped MoS\textsubscript{2}, that is, FM coupling occurs in Fe-doped monolayer MoS\textsubscript{2}, but AFM coupling in Fe-doped bi- and
trilayer MoS$_2$. The direct and mediated bonding interactions between the intercalated and substitutional Fe dopants follow the superexchange mechanism. As for Mn-doped MoS$_2$ nanosheets in this work, it is found that the doping sites are crucial in controlling the magnetic properties. Particularly, AFM coupling takes place in monolayer MoS$_2$ with Mn$_{Mo}^-$–Mn$_{S}$ or Mn$_{S}$–Mn$_{Mo}^-$ doping configurations, and otherwise, FM coupling occurs in the Mn$_{Mo}^-$–Mn$_{S}$, or Mn$_{S}$–Mn$_{Mo}^-$ doping configurations. Since the doping sites depend on the synthesis conditions, the precise control of doping sites is required to generate ferromagnetism.

4. Conclusion

The structural stability, electronic states, and magnetic properties of Mn-doped monolayer/bilayer MoS$_2$ are studied by first-principles calculations. The structural stability of Mn-doped MoS$_2$ depends on the chemical potential and layer number. In the S-rich environment, Mn replacement of Mo in monolayer MoS$_2$ (MnMo) is stable but in the S-deficient environment, the Mn$_x$Mn$_{1-x}$S$_x$ doping configuration is more favorable in bilayer MoS$_2$. Mn dopants lead to FM coupling in monolayer MoS$_2$ and magnetic coupling of Mn dopants via the double-exchange mechanism can be mediated by the nearest neighboring S. In bilayer MoS$_2$, the magnetic-exchange coupling is related to the competition between the double-exchange, direct-exchange, and super-exchange interactions. Specifically, in the Mn$_x$Mn$_{1-x}$S$_x$ doping configuration, double-exchange coupling takes place between the two Mn dopants and it is the same as that of the Mn-doped monolayer MoS$_2$ with FM coupling. Although the two Mn dopants have opposite spin polarization, the magnetic-exchange mechanisms of the Mn$_x$Mn$_{1-x}$S$_x$ and Mn$_{Mo}^-$–Mn$_S^-$ doping configurations are different. The findings provide insights into the development of intrinsic diluted magnetic semiconductors based on 2D MoS$_2$ nanosheets.
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